
 EDU233 List of eExam Questions in the Bank
Latex formatted questions may not properly render
 Q1  For any form of learning to take place,    is necessary

 Q2  Discipline is always concerned with    change

 Q3  The word 'discipline' is derived from  

 Q4    must be maintained in the classroom to produce useful citizens

 Q5    is judging class activities in relation to stated objectives

 Q6  managing a classroom in Nigeria is the work of  the  

 Q7  Planning, organising, controlling resources are part of a    work

 Q8    is responsible for goals accomplishment in an organisation

 Q9  Normative grading produces    consequences

 Q10    are the two types of strategies teachers use to help students learn

 Q11    aids memory in respect of information retrieval from lessons/texts

 Q12  In the classroom situation, the teacher is a  

 Q13  Involving students in active careful analysis of a problem based on 
available information is called  

 Q14  On the school timetable   time should be given to each subject

 Q15    question setting is a skilled job

 Q16  Review is another name for  

 Q17  Open ended, yes or no, probing questions are question types that    
learning

 Q18  An example of teacher centred method is    method

 Q19    learners are problematic

 Q20    is an activity method carried out by learners to make observations from 
experiments

 Q21    is the method where students learn at their pace

 Q22    is the name for information carriers used in teaching and learning
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 Q23    is another name for grading

 Q24  Essay questions are  

 Q25  NOUN provides people with accessible, flexible and    education

 Q26  Access and flexibility are advantages of  

 Q27  Field trip is a kind of    method

 Q28  NOUN was resuscitated by President Obasanjo in the year  

 Q29  The only university approved by the NUC to provide single mode open and 
distance learning in Nigeria is the  

 Q30  It is the    duty to ensure appropriate teaching methods are used to achieve 
education objectives

 Q31  The greek philosopher who used question and answer teaching method is  

 Q32  The education system which is flexible and accessible irrespective of age,
race, background is  

 Q33  Syllabus can be constructed by the school or imposed by some    bodies

 Q34  Children learn through    strategy(ies)

 Q35  Teachers use    to draw out already acquired knowledge from students

 Q36    is the name for ways of doing things in education

 Q37  A good lesson plan is NOT written  

 Q38    are notes prepared daily on subjects to be taught

 Q39    is the name for when a teacher groups the class, identifies trouble areas, 
arrange students, etc.

 Q40  Preparatory activities preceding teaching is called  

 Q41  Teacher's lay out of how to teach a subject in a given period is  

 Q42  Term, week, topic,class activities are found in a  

 Q43    is the name of the list of topics to be covered within a given time

 Q44  To be able to help children, a teacher must know their  

 Q45  Children learn more readily when teaching    to their senses
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 Q46  The class, subject and time allocated for a lesson can be found on the  

 Q47  A brief review by teacher of whole lesson is  

 Q48  The basic visual aid in most government owned schools is the    and  

 Q49    learners think fast

 Q50  In addition to professional training, a teacher in Nigeria must be registered 
with the  

 Q51  The gifted learner can be identified by means of    tests

 Q52  Students who lag behind in virtually all they do are    learners

 Q53  The fourth group of learners are the  

 Q54  students are    of the teaching/learning process

 Q55  The teacher is trained in theory and    of education

 Q56  For successful teaching/learning, the teacher must understand the child 
and  

 Q57  In teacher-child relationship, the child is teacher's  

 Q58  The child is like a young  

 Q59  Open education is synonymous with     education

 Q60  Students who lag behind in virtually all they do are     learners

 Q61  School exist to achieve the end product of _____
turing out useful citizens
 producing leaders
 gainful education
 managing success
 
 Q62  To reduce complaints and give students defendable grades, a teacher 
should grade in these ways except _____
haphazardly
 consistently
 carefully
 rationally
 
 Q63  The following are advantages of multiple choice questions except _____
time consuming
 quick scoring
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 extensive sampling
 objective
 
 Q64  Which of these is not an alternative type of examination _____
true/false
 multiple choice
 essay
 completion test
 
 Q65  All of these support the fact that examinations are not true tests of 
knowledge _____
answer questions badly
 poor teaching
 examination fever
 clever students' failure
 
 Q66  One of these is not a characteristic of good answers _____
relevant
 superflous
 clear
 grammatically correct
 
 Q67  Allof these are qualities of good questions except _____
clear teaching statement
 interesting
 inaudible
 definiteness
 
 Q68  The method which enables teacher find out who knows what is _____
discovery method
 discussion method
 demonstration
 question/answer
 
 Q69  Questions may be used in these ways except _____
to review
 test weakness
 put down
 mention strengths
 
 Q70  Questions help you get the most out of students if the questions do all but 
one of these _____
douse interests
 arouse interests
 stimulate students
 arrest attention
 
 Q71  The name for the approach when knowledge is presented to students in 
more or less final form is _____
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summary
 teacher centred
 expositoty
 mandatory
 
 Q72  Deductive method is all of these except _____
general to particular
 explains/verifies
 fosters self reliance
 may not lead to knowledge
 
 Q73  The pace of learning in individual instructionan method depends on 
individual student and is similar to _____
open learning
 NOUN
 distance education
 individual studying
 
 Q74  The teaching method which takes learners on an excursion for observation 
is ______
excursion
 sight seeing
 travel
 field trip
 
 Q75  The principles and methods of teaching are guided by all except ______
child's experience
 child's economic background
 child's environment
 innovative learning approach
 
 Q76  Which of these methods show students the correct use of science 
apparatus _______
discussion method
 demonstration
 discovery
 laboratory method
 
 Q77  The lecture method is not _______
didactic
 learner centred
 teacher dominated
 verbal
 
 Q78  Which of these is not a method of teaching ______
discovery method
 chalkboard
 laboratory method
 playway
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 Q79  Which of these is important in imparting knowledge in the teaching/
learning process _______
teaching methods
 lesson type
 education policy
 parents' wealth
 
 Q80  Most lessons are made up of these parts except _____
introduction
 coverage
 development/conclusion
 evaluation/summary
 
 Q81  A teacher can write lesson plans for different subjects in _____
one way
 anyway
 unspecified way
 different ways
 
 Q82  Illustrations can be all of these except _____
verbal
 exclusive
 material
 pictorial illustration
 
 Q83  Pick the odd item. Pictorial illustrations must be _____
elaborate
 self illustrating
 bold
 accurate
 
 Q84  Audiovisuals transmit information which help students modify all of these 
except _____
practices
 attitude
 doctrines
 habits
 
 Q85  A students' intrnal self discipline is a result of influence of the following 
except _____
peers
 syllabus
 parents
 teachers
 
 Q86  Open education has these advantages except _____
more difficult evaluation system
 accesibility of education
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 less time wasted
 flexibility of learning
 
 Q87  A teaching method where individual students are aloowed to make 
observation from experiments is _____
lecture method
 individual method
 observation method
 laboratory method
 
 Q88  A professional teacher should not take note of this when preparing a 
lesson _____
age
 interests
 sex
 likeness for teacher
 
 Q89  A method of teaching drilling of shorthand otlines and manipulation of 
various office equipment is _____
copying method
 practice method
 demonstration method
 discovery method
 
 Q90  A teaching method based on the philosophy that knowledge arises within 
the students is _____
discussion method
 discovery method
 laboratory method
 dramatisation method
 
 Q91  A method where students find out solutions to scientific problems is the 
_____
discovery method
 discussion method
 lecture method
 demonstration method
 
 Q92  Which of these must be considered when drawing the school timetable 
_____
school proprietor
 school location
 subject to be taught
 school type
 
 Q93  A scheme of work is _______
clear teaching statement
 teacher's proposed orderly work statement
 oderly topic statements
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 interrelated topic statements
 
 Q94  Talented students can be identified through the use of _____
short term tests
 interviews
 standardised intelligence tests
 weekly performance
 
 Q95  Specific objectives in a lesson note specify objectives to be achieved in the 
_____
plan
 school
 note
 lesson
 
 Q96  A student who has exceptional intellectual abilities and academic 
performance is a _____
normal student
 special student
 gifted student
 psychic student
 
 Q97  A flexible education system which allows learners learn at their own pace, 
place and time is known as _____
flexible education
 open education
 oart time education
 sandwich education
 
 Q98  Pick out the odd item from the list _____
teacher
 pictures
 tape recorder
 charts
 
 Q99  A good lesson note does not have ________
lesson objectives
 students' previous knowledge
 general education objectives
 summary/evaluation
 
 Q100  A good syllabus must be all of these except ______
suitable
 relevany
 overloaded
 have aims
 
 Q101  In a classroom, illustrating with objects, specimenand apparatus is ______
concrete illustration
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 material illustration
 verbal illustration
 pictorial illustration
 
 Q102  Topics in the syllabus are broken into lessons and are known as _____
teaching syllabus
 scheme of work
 lesson notes
 work syllabus
 
 Q103  The following factors hinder learning in a child except _____
mental retardation
 excess anxiety
 the classroom
 physical defects
 
 Q104  Which of these learners have more learning difficulties in the classroom 
_____
extrovert learner
 slow learners
 average learner
 gifted learner
 
 Q105  A trained teacher effectively performs his daily teaching based on _____
lesson note
 scheme
 syllabus
 workplan
 
 Q106  Children with defromities likeblindness, deafness, lameness are _____
physically challenged
 blind learners
 lame learners
 challenged learners
 
 Q107  The following are responsible for teachers' poor image  except _____
professional training
 teachers' poor performance
 teaching as stepping stone
 poor renumeration
 
 Q108  A professional teacher in Nigeria must register with the ____
NUT
 NUC
 TRCN
 TPRN
 
 Q109  Governments in Nigeria gave Medicine more recognition than teaching 
because ______
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doctors are trained
 medicine is life
 strong professional body
 it is stepping stone to other jobs
 
 Q110  In Nigeria, a person trained in education is known as _____
tutor
 master
 teacher
 trainer
 
 Q111  Slow learners are all of these except that they _____
have short attention span
 have short memory
 lack interest
 are fast thinkers
 
 Q112  Majority of learners can be classified as _____
gifted learners
 below average learners
 normal learners
 slow learners
 
 Q113  Which is not a category of learners _____
advanced learners
 slow learners
 gifted learners
 normal learner
 
 Q114  In order to be able to help student in teaching/learning, teacher must be 
able to identify _____
types of learner
 types of definitions
 physical deformities
 content implications
 
 Q115  In teacher/child relationship, the teacher is like a _____
builder
 planner
 gardener
 bricklayer
 
 Q116  Pick the odd item. The child needs _____
proper growth
 nurturing
 shaping/pruning
 initiation
 
 Q117  Pick the odd item. Open education is synonymous with _____
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sandwich educ
 distance educ
 correspondence educ
 open university
 
 Q118  The days of the existence of grade 111 and 11 teachers' colleges are ___
glorious
 gone
 great
 glorifying
 
 Q119  The adults motivated the younger ones to all of these except _____
ogboni
 cultural norms
 ethics
 societal beliefs
 
 Q120  Before the advent of western and Islamic education in Nigeria every adult 
memebr of society served as ____
adviser
 role model
 teacher
 disciplinarian
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